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play ideas from 2002
1.
the protagonist wakes up in the middle of the night and sees
the moon’s too bright
- that means the sun’s too bright
- that means the sun’s gone nova
- that means the other side of the earth’s been vaporised
- that means we’re dead come morning
he/she heads out on the town for one last party.
2.
It is a play about a magical cigarette that gives whoever holds
it unbelievable skills at dentistry. It is therefore a quandary,
because to have the cigarette in one hand is bad for business,
and sooner or later the board of medeceins will want to know
why you insist on holding an unlit cigarette between two
fingers while you’re performing dental surgery –
3.
there is the black plague going on.
4.
there is a school full of ghosts.
5.
there is a parliament full of politicians preparing to commit
seppuku.
6.
a play about assassin rock – a rock jutting out of the surf on a
windy beach – if you petition it in the right way, one of your
enemies will die

7.
J-pop musical. A routine underwater expedition finds hulking
machinery at the bottom of the ocean. The machines
suddenly come to life as huge robots, divided into two warring
camps. The robots DANCE and SING merry japanese pop.
8.
on-stage surgery – trepanning?
9.
on stage trundles a canoe on wheels, paddled by two likely
sorts. it is a play set in the final tailspin of a dying whirlpool
10.
a magician performing at primary school assembly – showing
them a trick called Russian Roulette
11.
woman on the run from the government
she has 4 stolen crowns in the boot of her car
she must deliver them to her contacts
the only people who can fence a theft of this magnitude
before she can reach the sea take off her shoes and walk in
the sand
12.
dear audience. The game is Spot The Swap. what will follow
is a 60 second scene involving five people. Can you spot the
moment when one person slips a baggie into someone else’s
hand? (to be played on a dancefloor, in a market, on a boat in
rough seas throwing passengers side to side)
13.
it is a play which takes place in a crowded room
there are a number of creatures of different species
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they are chattering and sharing stories
they are aware or unaware that it is a pot over a flame
and they are slowly boiling into soup
14.
Front of House staff wear namebadges saying I WOULD EAT
DIRT FOR YOU
15.
when you wake in the morning there’s a man standing there
with a mission: before sunset you must kill an ostrich.
16.
we shall follow four assassins on their routes to murdering
their victims: poisoning the king’s cup, a sniper at a water polo
game... two others.
17.
there are worlds in which you don’t go left or right for more
than the width of a street. nor do you go backwards. bandidos
leap out of dustbins and challenge you. defeat them all.
18.
play set in Sumer. The Code of Hammurabi has been broken.
it is a detective mystery.
19.
someone wakes up in the middle of the night and sees the
moon’s too bright
- that means the sun’s too bright
- that means the sun’s gone nova
- that means the other side of the earth’s been vaporised
- that means we’re dead come morning
heads out on the town for one last party.

The Cat who stole the Moon
The Cat who stole the Moon
(her name is Oshimaru)
Lives next door to me.
and with her creaky grin
stitched the night time up
like a cadaver on a slab.
The Cat who stole the Moon!
(who's name is Oshimaru)
Is perched beneath my window!
She wants to tell me secrets
If I’ll join her for a bite
Of the flakes of crumble white
She’s gnawing off the Moon
With every bite she takes!
She goes a little madder!
With every bite she takes!
Another tower falls!
With every bite she takes!
Her teeth are filled with needles.
All her eyes are marbles.
Her ears are children’s socks.
Halfway falling off.
She followed me to work!
She started all those fires!
She's stealing all my blood!
Just a thimble at a time!
She cut my neighbour’s head off!
with an axe!
He's buried in my cabbage patch.
Believe me when I say it wasn't I!
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My lady wife kept asking questions!
“Wherefore art thou Moon?”
Before my lips could tremble
Oshimaru gave her answer!
Which was her grin!
Which was her axe!
All our little children
Dropped their lips and wept,
“WHERE HAS MOTHER GONE?
HAS SHE GONE TO JOIN THE MOON?”
They went down to the well
BY THEMSELVES!
And all their little eyes
Cried all so many tears
they drowned themselves.
BY THEMSELVES
My house crumbled bleeding down!
The cabbages all died!
The well all up did dry!
3 policeman came and said...
“We found your wife.
Your children and your wife
Your neighbour and your children and your wife.”
Replied did I,
“And of the moon?”
Judge hammered, hammered down!
“There is no cat!
There is just you!
Villan, before the Devil takes you,
and all his little elves drink the marrow out your bones,
RETURN OUR MOON!”

“I object!”
Cried my lawyer,
“In the name of relevance!”
“I concur!”
Cried prosecutor,
“Let's exhume his cabbage patch”
It was the cat!
It wasn't me!
Neighbour, wife & children!
The jury hung on me!
The theft of the Moon!
Appeared on my rap sheet!
The long walk to the guillotine.
The padre droned forgiveness.
Executioner loomed masked black.
Blacker still! Than where once the moon there was!
Neck cuddled by warm wood.
Before the axe rains down
my killer
softly
removes
his hood
to say,
“Hello.
You may recall.
If you don't.
I used to live next door.
My name is Oshimaru.
I'm the cat.
I'm the Cat who stole the Moon.”
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Jacob: Yes?

And Only God Shall Read Them.

Baron: But are you... (flaring) Tell me, are you?
Jacob: Am I...?

(The Baron is in his library, searching for a book he cannot find.

Baron: Are you known to me?

Jacob, a serf, enters with a tea tray. He searches for a surface to place his
burden, but he cannot find one.)

Jacob: I, my Lord! I am but a beetle! Your Jacob is as silent as the leaves
when the wind blows not! As small as... nothing!
Baron: Small?

Baron: (not looking up) Yes.
Jacob: (bowing) My Lord.
Baron: (still searching) Yes.
Jacob: (still searching) Your tea.
Baron: (still searching) Yes.
Jacob: (surrendering) Has arrived.
Baron: (still searching) Thank you.
Jacob: (leaving...) Thank you, my Lord.
Baron: (looking up) Wait.
Jacob: Sorry, my Lord?
Baron: Thank you.
Jacob: Yes, my Lord.
Baron: Are you...
Jacob: Yes, my Lord?
Baron: No, you are not.
Jacob: No, my Lord.
Baron: (searching) Are we...
Jacob: Sorry, my Lord?
Baron: Do you know me?
Jacob: You are my Lord, my Lord.
Baron: Yes.

Jacob: Smaller, my Lord! As small as you desire. Smaller even, my Lord,
than that, my Lord.
Baron: What do you desire?
Jacob: I, my Lord, I -Baron: Jacob, as smaller than nothing, your desire...
Jacob: To... I desire to serve you, my Lord.
Baron: We have not met?
Jacob: Never before today, my Lord. I am but -Baron: You may go.
Jacob: Thank you, my Lord.
Baron: Thank you.
Jacob: Thank you -Baron: Go.
(Jacob leaves. The Baron contemplates the tea. He takes it to his mouth.
He pours it into a plant. He contemplates the plant. He returns to the
shelves.
Bandolim, the kitchen hand. There are three fresh, red wounds scarred
across his face.)
Bandolim: My Lord!
Baron: I cannot find it.
Bandolim: My Lord, I bring word from the cook.
Baron: (as if in a dream) It is here! But where?
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Bandolim: His tiger! (pentient) She has escaped.

approaching 32-20 from the ocean

Baron: (as if in a dream) But where? Here?
Bandolim: (fearful) From the pantry, my Lord. Her cruel stripes haunt the
halls of the Palace. She comes.
Baron: (waking) Thank you.
Bandolim: You are not safe, my Lord.
Baron: (passing now, back into dream) As safe as any man.
Bandolim: She climbs the spiral stair case. She has eaten the cook, and
three of my brothers in the kitchen. Still she hungers.
Baron: (as if in a dream) She does hunger.
Bandolim: Yes. My Lord.
Baron: (waking) You have seen her?
Bandolim: (taken aback) Yes.
Baron: Is she well?
Bandolim: She hungers.
Baron: I growl somewhat myself.
Bandolim: My Lord?
Baron: How do you bring word from the cook? Surely if he has been eaten
by his tiger, whom I daresay he treated every inch a lady, he cannot send
word.
Bandolim: You misheard, my Lord, I said -Baron: Perhaps he communicated to you from within his tiger. What, I
wonder, would a man say if he was inside a tiger?
Bandolim: If he was—
Baron: (chuckling) Someone get me a torch!
Bandolim: Of the cook, my Lord. I said I bring word of the cook.
Baron: Aha. And what are these words?
Bandolim: Argh, my Lord.
Baron:

Let’s try approaching over the water. Let’s imagine you’re in a boat,
pushing off the deep wilds of the silver and black ocean heading
east and south, east and south. For many days you see nothing but
dirty brown sky and drifts of coal-black seaweed floating by. The
seas are rough and black and the tides pull in all directions.
The first inkling you have of land is the sight of huge rocks jutting
like needles out of the ocean. The water weaves through these as
the wind blows through the pine forest. We slip through them,
holding our ears against the shriek of the wind as it catches and
eddies. Birds and huge sea-bats swarm in among these pillars,
screaming from the rocks and flashing past your boat in wild cursing
mobs. Occasionally, you can see a holy man perched still at the top
of one of these rock towers, baked black by the sun and rubbed
bloody and raw by the wind.
After several days of this the rock towers start to get bigger and
more frequent. Now we have real islands, thousands of them. There
are no tropical atolls, though, these are rocky and fierce. The tides
batter the rocks and throw old fishbones on to the high rocky
beaches. The waves fire through deep holes in the rocks,
cannoning foam into the sky. The long tails of iguanas hang off the
rocks like stony vines. On a few islands live thin and miserable
human beings, the remains of once proud tribes now living off bird
carcasses and eggshells. These humans do not speak with one
another, nor can they be taught to speak. The gift of language was
taken away from them, long ago, in punishment for crimes they do
not remember.
Now the islands grow larger and larger and begin to fit together into
a huge rocky mosaic. We could say that at last we have reached
the shore. But even though it’s more complete, still this huge
landmass is cracked and scabbed with deep cuts and sores.
Through these slashes run countless rivers, from the huge channels
and inland seas to tiny streams and rivulets lurching down from the
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mountains. We will follow one of these, poling our boat upriver
towards its source.

and courtyards are choked with vines. It is a jungle of rock as far as
the eye can see. It is 32-20.

Here we pass the lesser kingdoms of the crabs. These are the sea
crabs, smaller and less sophisticated than their mountain brethren.
Still, they are fast and dangerous, and any one of them can outthink a human in a battle of wits. They are willing to trade, though,
for spices and grains that they cannot grow on their tidal farms.

Now we pole the boat to the cluster of small rowboats bumping into
each other by a set of shallow stone stairs. A small bonfire burns
untended on the cracked flagstones by the water. Thin white
streamers of smoke blow through the archways and empty windows
of the buildings. We tie the boat to a thick tree root jutting out of the
river mud and splash on to the shore.

We pole upriver past the broken landscape of the fast volcanoes.
New mountains bubble up from beneath the earth every year, and
the steam pours upwards through the gaps in the rocks. We pass
over massive lakes, utterly still and carrying a thick, glossy image of
the sky. Several thousand geese take flight over the water,
dragging trails behind them as they run across the surface.
We push past the decayed farmlands of the old empire, the dry soil,
huge herds of dusty red kangaroos chipping away at the last dying
weeds. We pass the rusty barbed wire around the old deathcamps.
The sun beats down on piles of old shoes, on the broken brick
cubicles of the gas showers, on the piles of bones stacked like
firewood.
Now we are close. One night while we push endlessly upriver we
see a mountain made of glistening green rock. Behind it the stars
leap up, then fall. In the morning we see stairs and walls and
houses climb out of the river on both sides of us. Everything is
splashed with green, pitted with moss. Under the water we can see
an army of statues; ten thousand terracotta warriors, blank-eyed
with jagged mustaches, all facing one direction. The boat passes
over them. Shadows climb up their legs, close over their shoulders
and eat their heads.
All around us now is the ruined city, gradually crumbling under an
empty white sky. Huge stone friezes of bearded centaurs lean
under weary stone arches. Out of the rubble rise huge pillars,
holding up nothing. Ornate metal stairways lead up into the empty
air. Huge trees grow out of stone temples. Underneath, old tunnels

Duels to the death
written with the bohemes - jackal lloyd, mutt shaw and mickey bailey.

You name the arena, I'll tell you the best weapon to fight with.
Arena
windy bridge
hot air balloon
ventilation shaft
jumping castle
chocolate factory
free falling from 10,000 ft
hall of mirrors
exotic aviary
centrifuge
crowded theme park
velodrome
bowling alley
electric fence
children's hospital
toilet cubicle
old cemetary
the moon
bathtub drug lab

Weapons
poison darts
flamethrowers
boiling oil
prosthetic steel teeth
knives
two-handed broadswords
grenades
nunchakas
oxygen deprivation
1960s cadillacs
suffocate with plastic bags
sharpened ice skates
lassos
necromancy
steel-capped boots
15 orphans each
pointed sticks
seduction
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I am a Tree
(inspired by artwork by A. Walker, esq.)
Characters –
Dr Burton (A Doctor)
Gurgle (An Assistant)
Dr Zippers (A Cactus)
Mrs Zippers (A Pineapple)
A Laboratory. Dr Burton reads from a piece of paper to his
assistant, Gurgle. A cactus sits on the table in front of them.
Burton. Dear Burton, I am a tree. Please rectify this situation
ASAP.
Gurgle. I don’t understand, Dr Burton…
Burton. I know, if he’s a tree, how did he write the note? Unless he
knew he was going to turn into a tree, so he wrote it prior to him
being turned into a tree, but if that is, in fact, the case, then the tense
is all wrong. Dear Burton, I am about to be a tree. Dear Burton, I am
feeling somewhat arboreal, only have time to jot down this quick
note, please rectify. Or he slowly turned into a tree… started going
green and leafy, started feeling somewhat wooden, grabbed the pen
and paper and managed to get it down just as he transformed. That’s
all moot anyway, Gurgle, that’s just me dillydallying and tap
dancing around the real topic at hand, that topic being: Why is
Doctor Zippers a tree?

Gurgle. I don’t understand…
Burton. Yes, you’ve said that, Gurgle, and I’ve tried to explain it to
you in very plain speech and I’m not entirely sure what part you’re
not understanding.
Gurgle. He’s not a tree.
Burton. What?
Gurgle. He’s a succulent.
Burton. Have you been tasting Doctor Zippers behind my back?
Gurgle. No, I mean… he’s a succulent… he’s a cactus. Not a tree.
Burton. Are you sure, Gurgle?
Gurgle. Quite sure, Dr Burton.
Burton. Have you run any tests?
Gurgle. Only visual.
Burton. Prove it, Gurgle, prove to me that this is a cactus.
Gurgle pricks his finger on the cactus. Blood starts to spray out of
his finger.

Gurgle. I don’t understand…

Gurgle. Ow.

Burton. It’s very plain to see, Gurgle, he’s right there. That’s the
way I found him when I came in this morning. A tree! I don’t
understand it, Gurgle.

Burton. You’re right. He’s a cactus.
The blood flow gets stronger.
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Gurgle. I think I’m going to need some sort of medical assistance,
Dr Burton.

Gurgle drags himself back on stage. He has no blood left.
Gurgle. It’s a pineapple, Dr Burton.

Burton. So, Dr Zippers finds himself turning into a… a…
Burton. What does it want?
Gurgle. A cactus
Gurgle. I’m not sure…
Burton. And as his transformation continues he writes me a note – a
rather terse note, might I add, no sign of a please or thankyou
anywhere – informing me that he has turned into a tree, when in fact
he’s actually turned into a cactus.

Burton. Well, go and find out, Gurgle. And get a towel, will you?
The floor is covered with some sort of sticky substance.
Gurgle. Yes, Dr Burton.

Gurgle. Dr Burton, I am feeling somewhat lightheaded, is there any
chance you could—

Gurgle dies.

The blood flow is a geyser, spraying out of his hand.

Burton. Most curious indeed.

Burton. No, Gurgle, this is quite the conundrum.

A woman with a pineapple for a head crashes on stage. She slips in
the blood, trips over the body of Gurgle, destroys most of the
laboratory around Dr Burton, then slams into the cactus and
explodes, spraying the entire stage with blood.

There is a loud bang on the door.
Burton. Go and see who that is, will you, Gurgle?

Burton. My suit!
Gurgle. Certainly, Dr Burton.
The theatre explodes. The end.
Gurgle hobbles off stage, spraying a trail of blood behind him.
Burton. Quite the conundrum indeed… there is no evidence to
suggest he was working on some sort of… not being a tree—
Gurgle (off stage). Cactus!
Burton. –Cactus serum… no sort of evidence of wizardry, or
hullabaloo… most mysterious indeed.
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Today is the day that Angelo packs his bags
and leaves to join a cult
angelo

I could not follow the state it was
easier to follow the church.
I could not follow the state it was
easier to follow the church.

Eerie twinkling sunshine and Angelo is willing to give up
everything he knows to follow a man who knows everything
a man who’s always right.
Angelo had sex with a girl at a party and she got pregnant.
Angelo started following her around even when even when
she told him not to. Now Angelo has a court order he cannot
go near her because he is not stable. Now Angelo has a child
he does not deserve to see.
angelo

I could not follow the state it was
easier to follow the church.
I could not follow the state it was
easier to follow the church.

Today is the day that Angelo packs his bag and leaves to join
a cult. He knows when he gets there they’ll throw away his
clothes and burn his books and break his toys so he can start
again fresh, but he’s packing his clothes packing his books,
packing his toys so that his parents think he’s taking
something with them
so they don’t think he’s leaving it all behind
angelo

to go to a beautiful place in the country.
1969 in the sunshine…
1969 in the sunshine…
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My Friend Lucy Is Very Fond Of Asking Me Questions

written in 2007 and 2009

My friend Lucy is very fond of asking me questions. Her
favourite question to ask me is ‘What Is Lettuce?’, but I don’t
think that is even a question. Fond is an interesting word when
you apply it to Lucy. To fully understand the word ‘fond’ in the
context of ‘Lucy’ you have to multiply it by at least five hundred.
You have to put it in caps lock, bold, italic and underline
as many times as you can with many different coloured pens,
then pepper it with lightning bolts of exclamation marks
skittering off the page and getting stuck in the middle of the
word, tearing it apart causing ripe innards of 48 font to spray
arterial across a page. Not just the current page but tearing off
to the next page to the next scribbling and scratching across
page after page after wall after arms and hands and face and
hearts and trees and then perhaps you will begin to realise how
fond Lucy is of asking me questions.

the answer, that she has worked out via complex mathematical
and scientific processes across various notebooks of mine and
the answer, eventually, inevitably is always:
‘What.’
What?
Were Lucy to fall overboard she would not be
swallowed by whales. Lucy would swallow the whales and they
would wander (on their fins) the mazes of her insides for weeks
and never get bored and then would leave out of her nose,
whole, unharmed, and very, very small.
Lucy tells me she hates me a lot, and she does it because
she loves me. She is very contradictory, but that is to best be
expected of someone with such a want and need to question
everything in the world and everything not in the world.

Perhaps then you will understand better how Lucy
approaches most everything in her world – and it is indeed her
world we live in. A world where everything is to be studied or
watched or laughed at or with or left behind or picked up and
examined and left behind or hugged or… to ask questions
about.

If Lucy was a bird I think she would like to be all of
them. And if anyone could pull off being every single bird in the
world it would be Lucy, she an albatross, an emu, a
kookaburra, a hummingbird. It would be very, very confusing
for everyone except for Lucy who would be able to sort it out,
and explain it all via yelling and laughing a lot and asking if
anyone would like to play a game of chess.

Lucy is my friend and she dedicates a lot of her time to
asking me questions and I do not have the answer to a majority
of them and sometimes I make things up, but mostly she asks
me ‘What Is Lettuce?’ And she does it even though she knows

What is Lettuce is Lettuce. Question mark? What is
Lucy? Lucy is energy and matter and laughter. What is energy?
I don’t really know how to accurately define it, that sort of thing
being more Lucy’s forte – it’s a thing. That buzzes and shakes
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and matter is things… that you can prod, or it’s laughter, or a
strange expulsion that does the oddest things at the oddest
times – again something to describe Lucy very well, doing the
oddest of things at the oddest of times but always making
sense, which in itself is odd. Lucy will probably read this bit
and tell me to shut up and accuse ME of being the odd one and
she will be right I assume even if I don’t agree she’ll say it a lot
and eventually I’ll come around.
Sometimes we have had arguments that have involved
yelling (and waltzing) into the tiny hours of the night and the
morning, where we plead our cases for God knows what with
gin bottles and cigarette after cigarette. Once she went so far as
to throw up on me and try to sleep under a bush but I got her
home even though I’m not very good at that sort of thing.
Lucy does things to people. And they are different. Lucy
is exclamation mark upon exclamation mark.
When I wrote this me and Lucy spent a lot of our days
and our nights together, and that was a long time ago. We have
drifted a part a bit, for no reason other than people, being
people, drift apart. She has a very handsome little baby now. I
can only imagine the questions he will assail the world with.

cop drama
ebb

Make it the television. Bring with a cop drama.

nes

What country of origin?

ebb

The United States.

nes

Yes that’s right Ebb, I concur. Their plots and
characters are awful bordering on insane but their
camerawork

ebb

It’s pretty.

nes

It’s twenty thousand dollars a minute pretty. I
swear the lighting in these cop dramas is so good
you could crinkle their shiny foreheads like paper

ebb

Now shut up. Here we go. What do you call this?

amp

It’s a guy and a girl walking.

ebb

Yes but what do you call that?

amp

A guy and a girl walking.

ebb

Wrong! Not because you’re factually wrong, but
because there’s so much more going on you
haven’t mentioned.

nes

Like they’re in a police station. They’re police
officers. Probably detectives because of the suits.
They’re on some kind of case, they’re discussing it
while they walk.

amp

Why is it a police station? It looks like an office.

ebb

Yes. It’s probably the same set they use to film
lawyer dramas. It’s meant to be a police station
right now.

nes

It’s portraying a police station.
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ebb

That’s right.

nes

But this raises as many questions as it solves!

nes

The studio is playing the part of a police station

ebb

ebb

It’s like the studio is an actor playing the role of
the cop shop. But unlike the other actors, the
producers haven’t bothered making it look
anything like what it’s supposed to be.

It certainly does. For instance – where is the
diamond that this man died for? Why wasn’t it at
the scene of the crime?

amp

It might have been. We haven’t heard any of the
plot, we don’t know what’s going on.

nes

Yes they have! Look where they’ve walked to –
how many office buildings have a forensics lab in
them?

ebb

I’m pretty confident that the diamond is out there
somewhere – and when they find that diamond, I
think they’ve found their killer.

ebb

Is that a forensics lab?

nes

nes

Well it’s a body on a table and a guy picking at
him with a scalpel.

Wait, check it out – the boy detective’s had a
hunch!

ebb

What kind of a hunch?

amp

I don’t know if police stations usually have walk in
forensics labs just behind the water cooler.

amp

He just asked ‘Was there a set of speakers in the
room when Daniel Caine was killed?’

ebb

Well if the detectives need information about a
dead body and they need it now-

nes

nes

That’s right, this guy with the labcoat and the knife
has important information and it can’t wait.

And the female detective says ‘I think so, why?’
and he runs out of the room without saying
anything.

ebb

Where might this be leading?

ebb

It impacts on the case

nes

nes

Clearly.

amp

So, the victim was a black market diamond trader.

It’s too early to say, Ebb, but I’m confident that
these guys can get to the bottom of this before the
killer strikes again.

ebb

Why?

ebb

amp

Apparently the grit in the victim’s eyes contains
traces of soil which is only found in African
diamond mines. He must have been appraising
some new stolen diamond to add to his collection,
he held it up to the light and blew the dust off – oh!
A couple of grains get caught in his eyes. And
then he was killed.

Well they’d better, because right now the tension
in this city’s crackling in the air like electricity, and
if Officer Squarejaw and Detective Pinup don’t find
the man responsible, I think the whole south
quarter might blow.

nes

Riots?

ebb

I’m afraid so.

nes

Holy shit? Who’s this?
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amp

This is the other wing of the investigation.

amp

nes

They’re in some kind of technological jungle! Look
at all those computer screens!

Something about the jacket the murderer was
wearing. Watch, he’s zooming in.

nes

The computer is highlighting the seam on the
jacket the murderer was wearing. The murderer’s
jacket seam is slightly torn! But what can that tell
us?

amp

Wait for it, he’s got a special program that
analyses the image of the jacket seam from the
security footage and compares it with other
images of other jacket seams.

ebb

Seambot!

amp

He’s the computer geek.

ebb

Which makes her the hot, available younger
detective.

nes

I’d like to detect her!

ebb

Don’t! Behind that bubbly, playful exterior is a
serious, dedicated young woman trying to make a
difference in the struggle against murderers.

nes

Which is only fair, after her daddy was shot by that
pimp on the street that time.

nes

Oh, Seambot, you crafty program! Is there no
seam you cannot analyse?

ebb

Yeah, that was a turning point for young miss girl.
Her dad, a dedicated street cop who kept his beat
clean for twenty eight years-

ebb

Wait, he’s found a match! What’s this?

amp

Footage from the airport. Arrivals off Flight 612,
fifty five hours ago.

nes

-and she loved him. She was always Daddy’s little
girl –

ebb

ebb

And she was the apple of his eyes, you better
believe it. When a man like that gets shot in the
street by a pimp-

Five hours before the murder. But wait, look at
that jacket – the seam – it cannot be!

nes

Yes! Seambot has found a perfect match! 100%
correlation between the two seams!

nes

-a pimp on crack-

ebb

But that means...

ebb

-a crackpimp, it’s gonna affect you. Now don’t get
me wrong, she’s got a heart of gold, but if foureyes here tries to make a joke with her about how
she can punch his keyboard or whatever, she’s
gonna freeze him with those cold eyes-

amp

It’s the same jacket.

ebb

But that means...

amp

The guy in the airport getting off Flight 612 is the
same guy as in the security camera footage from
the murder scene.

nes

Then they’ve found the murderer!

amp

Can I just point out how insane this Seambot
program is? We’re talking about a program that

nes

Cut the crap, Lucas! What have you got from the
security footage?
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looks for a particular configuration of pixels and
somehow turns that into a perfect computer model
of the seam of someone’s jacket that you saw in
shitty security camera resolution, then the
program goes through every frame of every piece
of surveillance footage from the whole city from
the whole last week and finds a match within ten
seconds?
nes

It’s Seambot.

amp

Look, see how when they zoom in on the man’s
shoulder and the image gets sharper the closer
they go?

nes

It’s-

amp

They zoom around the back of his shoulder. You
can’t zoom around things when you’ve got a fixed
camera! The security footage can’t see through
flesh and bone!

ebb

Looks like the computer geek disagrees with you,
Amp. Now who should I believe? On the one hand
there’s Amp, who knows how to change the
background on his desktop. On the other hand,
there’s a professional whiz-kid computer prodigy
working for the police department in a major city,
probably Houston or Atlanta or Ohio State, who
can go from security camera footage of a guy in
an airport to getting that guy’s passport details,
name, address and criminal record in twenty
seconds flat?

nes

So where’s this guy from?

amp

Apparently Flight 612 was from Africa.

ebb

Africa. Of course. The home of African diamond
mines.

nes

If that African diamond came from anywhere, it
came from Africa.

ebb

Good work, whiz-kid. You helped put together an
important piece of the puzzle. But now you stay
there and let Detective Young and Husky put that
information into action.
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Three Poems About Lonely Old Men That I Have Met.
Some Ghost Of An Afternoon
Some ghost of an afternoon
setting sun, half cut, hop on a bus.
Sit next to some old soak who starts talking
as the bus starts rolling.
Said he used to be a sniper in some war, some time.
looking at grit tracked through the lines of his hands
like a maze shaking softly woolen gloves
with no fingers black
said he’s got a bomb! he’s going to blow up the bus!
pulled out a round black cartoon bomb and laughed
with a limp in his throat
Surprise!
He popped the white rope on the top and opened the bomb
and gave me a handful of wrapped sherbert lollies
some brand I never heard of before
called a Banger.
Now he’s finished being a sniper in some war, some time.
He drives a lolly delivery truck to provide for his wife and his kid.
He has a daughter who was born some time before he stopped being
a sniper in some war, some time, where he never missed and only
got hit once and you can see the scar on the palm of his left hand
where he got another sniper in his sights and they both shot at the
same time and the bullet went through his hand but not before he
saw the other snipers head blossom red as spring.
He said how many men he killed

when he was a sniper in some war some time
but the number doesn’t matter
one is enough to change most men
He brought a lot of sons & husbands death
and he said they were all trying to bring his wife and daughter
the same gift
He keeps telling me these small stories
not looking me in the eye
while we share the same bus seat
on some ghost of an afternoon
Told me his daughter was nine, now,
and she was five when he stopped being
some sniper in some war some time
who was born with no toes on her left foot.
And he said that she was a soldier
who is in a war with what she’s got
and she can’t move so fast
but she’s a soldier
in some war, some time.
Sitting on the bus his voice growls up
telling a story about some
about a teacher at her school
“some MOTHER FUCK some piece of shit
who had her class go for a run
and she was coming last and he told her
to hurry up and she’s in a war
with the way she was born
and she couldn’t help but fall
standing over her
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some teacher at her school
calls her a retard.

“some wars will come to end.”

“She tells me she tried her best
what else can anyone expect?

it’s like the old man says

“I’ve killed a lot of men.
I’ve shot a lot of men in the head, and they’re dead.
I’ve killed a lot of men.
I’ve killed a lot of men.
“So I reported him to the Principal.
Said a lot of things like, ‘He’ll never work in this town again!’
And the teacher got an official reprimand.
On his permanent record.
Two weeks without pay.
Soon he’ll be back in the classroom
teaching again.
“I’ve killed a lot of men
I could have killed him
it’s easy when you know how
my daughter needs to know
that some wars, some time
will come to end.”
Some ghost of some afternoon
sitting on a bus with some soldier
from some war, some time
With a look in his eyes
full of ghosts of men who are dead
heads blossom red.
With a quiver in his breath says,

it's like the old man says:
he's got a van
and he's going to do that van up
and buy another van
and when he gets that van he's
going to sell this painting he's
painted says it's a painting of the
Rue Morgue covered in butter and
there's a man in the middle that's
grown out of the wall
that's him it's not him when
younger days younger days
when the Moon called
every wednesday
to say
"take me with you!"
so he'll sell the painting
that's he's sure he mentioned before
and with the money from that
and the money from the other
he’s going to fix the engine so it
runs on air compression power
and he met Nicole Kidman
in the frozen food at Dickson Woolies
and she on crook'd knee
proposed marriage to he and shit he's 73
air compression engine
and take that money and that engine
and take the other money and he's been
hard done by
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had his ideas stolen
business partners who never called back
sell his air compression engine
to the australian armed forces
to make a helicopter
that runs on air compression
so it's silent and even the devil
he met the devil and he met god
even the devil won't hear it
find osama bin laden
collect the reward he's seen the devil and he's seen god
met nicole kidman but she was asian in dickson
and his sons have sons who don't speak to him
you think he gives a shit?
he misses them he never met them, he doesn’t miss them
painting pictures of flowers painting the walls
catch Osama Bin Laden collect 75 million thousand big ones
thankyou
cold hard tax free
take that money and the other money and his van
drive up to Queensland’s horn
where he knows a boat is sunk
dredge it up
carve up the van
fix up the boat
and he's going to go sailing
he's going sailing
on an ocean that's as blue
as his eyes
he's going to go sailing
until he's all out of water
it’s like the old man says
tears in his eyes
as blue as the sea
he’s going to go sailing

until there’s no water left
in the sea.

Red Hill Blues
sitting on a bench at the red hill shops
near a tree, probably, and some ants
plenty of ants.
eating suspect fruit and checking my watch
long wait to go to work
he stampedes towards me
&this is what he looked like when he did:
wall of lazy eyed mountain
hair an enormous cone of white blonde
bent to the left by a storm
beard an enormous cone of white blonde
bent to the right
when the storm came back
leaving a wrecked village in his mouth
and sea foam on his lip
rainbow polar fleece jumper
big rubber brown skinned midriff showing
rainbow polar fleece socks
shorts not unshort enough
mountain wants to talk to me
while I wait to go to work
looming leering spittle leaping
he says,
“You should fear me,” he says,
(pause for effect)
“For I am the great God Odin!”
“Really?” I say
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“What are you doing?” he says,
“I am waiting,” I say, “until,” I say,
“it's time to go.”
and then he says,
“And then? What then!? What do you do when it is time to go?”
“I go to work
over at the primary school”
“What then, what then,” he says, he says
“I will tutor drama,” I says, I says
“to some rambunctious
but generally likeable
eight year olds”

but he isn't talking to me,
he's bent double,
talking to the ants
plenty of ants
“Come along now,
Somewhere!
Come on!
Open,” he says,
“We open in a week,
come on, come on!”

“Drama!” he says,
“I know all about drama
I used to be drama,
all the time.”
“Yes,” I say.

clap hands, clap hands
clap hands, clap hands,
click click click

he looks at the ants
there are plenty of ants

lies down under the tree
with just enough shade for his beard
his eyes are shut
I wonder for how long
somewhere...
somewhere...
somewhere...

“All the time,” he says
“all about drama.” he says
“A director!
West Side Story! DO you know it?
West Side Story.” he says
“I directed it,” he says
he'll do it again, he says, one eye on the sun, he says!
“somewhere,” he says,
“somewhere, that was one of them…
somewhere... there's a...
somewhere... somewhere
come on, join in”
“I don't know the words,” I say,

somewhere... somewhere...

the ants climb all over his belly
looking for sugar in the wool
i go to work
and i never see him again
but that's okay,
because he's somewhere.
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Quezon City Traffic
The engine plucks burning hot under yr feet, and you're
there, it's there, in the back of a taxi in the rush of the
afternoon before the evening sinks down. Three lanes of
highway, lanes held tight together, one huge road
gripping tightly to itself as it plunges up and down
through the ceaseless omnivore Manila
For minute after minute on either side rise cages of
concrete and smashed brickwork patched with
corrugated iron, the blank facade drenched in signs that
swear THE KING OF KINGS WILL TRUMPH 7th day
adventist church or Triumphant Vulcanising Service or
AN ARMED SOCIETY IS A POLITE SOCIETY Jorge's guns
and sighting service, but I reckon it's all lies and there's
nothing behind, just huge stone walls to keep the cars
on the road packed close together. Where there's
grafitti, it's simple black paint: GRETCHEN I LOVE U
TOTOY
Fucking oath, Totoy. Sparks my heart with joy and
stretched out across every wall and sidewalk are human
shapes, young kids naked haggling for jam jars full of
milky white liquid, women in t-shirts and tight jeans
stumbling over rubble in high heels, men with t-shirts
tied up around their shoulders flashing lonely sharp
teeth, and all of it sluggishly crawling, slowly seething,
all of us pushing doggedly in our particular directions our taxi stretched tight between a truck carrying water
and a van with tinted windows, I feel like I'm bathing in
the heat from the engine, it has become a liquid thing,
turning the fresh rainwashed stone of the streets into an
oily cave, and the kids

still moving
on bicycles ride down steep mossy stairwells, shriek
half-naked at each other, stealthily shoplift phone cards
from shop windows opened in the maze of corrugated
iron walls.
Here on the traffic floor, a few human figures move
through the sluggish river of cars. Men and women
wearing facemasks, handkerchiefs covering all but their
eyes, or a mudstained dustmask over their mouth and
nose, they sell t-shirts, glowsticks, they carry trays of
cigarettes, leather belts looped over their shoulders,
wooden boxes with wristwatches, even a guy with a
snake knotted through the fingers of one fist, and they
hammer on car windows and flutter lightning fast
through their merchandise, dodge out of the way of the
motorcycles and pedicabs that streak swiftly through
the clots and snares, and when they're tired they sit
perched on the railing of the bridge, high above the
canals
the canals which far beneath us overgrown with jungle,
plated over with rainwashed automobile dealers and the
traffic-coated bridges that streak high overhead.
One of these vendors is Epimetheus, which means
Hindsight. He wears a smoky grey handkerchief across
his face and his hair is black and slicked with grease
from the tyres and his mouth sags open under his face
mask and he struggles always to get his breath. He sells
t-shirts he carries a bundle of t-shirts on narrow wire
coathangers and he shambles but
GOD DAMN!
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look at him shuffle when those cars are caught. He
dances through the machinery like a spider down all
kinds of cool frozen webs. He's a traffic cowboy, he's a
born pedestrian. Where you and I might run into
trouble, rabbit ourselves in the headlights, look a little
too closely at the spiky antenna towers in the distance
or follow for too long the fighting cocks on the back of
a truck, Epimetheus' instincts are tuned perfectly and
like a trumpeter waits that perfect half-second before
slamming down his breath into the horn, so Epimetheus
hangs in the slipstream just a fraction longer than he
should, and then SLAM into the hole opening up
between two jeepneys and without shifting his cigarette
in his mouth Epimetheus disappears between the BY
THE GRACE OF MOTHER MARY and the SWEET LUCK ON
ME and boom, he's leaning on the windowsill of a dirty
black taxi with a dazed looking mother in the back,
would she like a t-shirt? Of course she would.

Clown Town!
by Hadley, Pablo Latona & Participants of CYT Holiday
Workshop ‘Clown-O-Rama’.
Scene 1
There is a burst of music, there are clowns everywhere. Our
hero, the clown hating 9 year old Jellybean is stuck in the middle,
looking unimpressed.
Jelly Mum & Jelly Dad build a frozen breakfast scene around her.
Narrator 1 & 2 enter. Narrator 2 has a huge top hat over her head.
Narrator 1: Welcome to our story!
Narrator 2: Mff ff ffff!
Narrator 1: Who didn’t want to be a...
Narrator 2: Mff ff fff ff?
Narrator 1: Umm...
Narrator 2 tries to get the hat off, and fails.
Narrator 1: We need tech support!
Tech support runs in with a rubber chicken.
Tech Support: I need 50cc’s of hamsters!
Tech Support chases the narrators off.
Jelly Bean: They were supposed to say “Welcome to our story, it is
about a girl who is called Jelly Bean who doesn’t want to be a clown
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even though everyone else is a clown, let’s meet Jelly Bean now. Hi
Jelly Bean.” Hi. “How are you?” Bad!

Science Teacher: Jelly Bean! You’re late! As punishment you are
now a bowl of fruit.

Jelly Dad: Jelly Bean! Why aren’t you doing your morning double
take exercises?

Jelly Bean: What?
Science Teacher: Argh! A talking bowl of fruit!

Jelly Dad does his morning double take exercises.
Student 1: She’s a witch!
Jelly Mum: Why can’t you be more normal?
Student 2: Call the fire brigade!
Jelly Bean: I am normal!
Driving Instructor enters.
Jelly Mum: You haven’t fallen down once this morning!
Driving Instructor: Time for driving lessons! Vroom! Who’s first?
Jelly Mum falls down. Fireball enters with a unicycle.
Science Teacher: Take the talking bowl of fruit. It... unnerves me.
Fireball: Hi Jelly Bean, it’s me! Your awesome cousin Fireball!
Check out my sweet new guitar!
Fireball plays a sweet guitar solo on his unicycle.

Driving Instructor takes Jelly Bean to do her driving test.
Driving Instructor: Which of these things would you use to steer
your car?

Dad: (crying) He’s just so talented!
Mum: Encore, encore!
Narrator 1: Uh oh, Jelly Bean! You’re late for school!
Narrator 2: Mfff... fff... mff ff?

Driving Instructor presents a steering wheel, a fish and a monkey.
Jelly Bean picks up the steering wheel.
Driving Instructor: Wrong! Wrong wrong wrong wrong wrong!
Correct! Only kidding! Wrong! It’s very simple. You get the
monkey to steer the car for you. And you pay him! In fish! Wrong
wrong wrong!

Narrator 1 drags Narrator 2 off stage.
Scene 2: Clown School.
Jelly Bean runs in late for class.

Monkey does a trick with his fish. Driving Instructor drives away on
her monkey powered car.
Narrator 1: After school it was time for Jelly Bean to go to the
dentist.
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Dentist: Nurse! We need to remove the patient’s teeth!
Narrator 2: Mff! MFFFF!!!
Assistant: And then?
Narrator 1: Jelly Bean was actually kind of excited, because she
knew that in a town as crazy as Clown Town, at least the dentist had
to be normal!

Dentist: Her tonsils!
Assistant: And then?

Narrator 2: mff mfmffmfmfmfmf!!
Dentist: Her brain!
Narrator 1 finally succeeds in pulling off Narrator 2’s hat. Narrator
2 has no head underneath, and collapses on the ground. Narrator 1
pauses for longer than is necessary. Smiles.

Jelly Bean: I am going to run away from you now!
Dentist: Not if we run away from you first!

Narrator 1: And... present!
Assistant: This way!
Narrator 1 presents, and then drags Narrator 2 off stage, along with
the hat.
Scene 3
Jelly Bean is waiting in the dentists. The Dental Assistant is typing
crazily.

Dentist: That way!
The assistant and dentist run into each other and fall down.
Narrator 1: Then Jelly Bean heard the most amazing sound she’d
ever heard. It was silence.

Assistant: The Dentist will see you soon.
Narrator 2: Mf fff.
The Dentist enters very normally, carrying their dentist bag.
Jelly Bean: I refuse to be narrated by you until you take off that hat.
Dentist: Hello, Jelly Bean. It is good to see you today. Sorry I am a
bit late, I was stuck in traffic. I’ll just go to my office.

Pause. Narrator 2 pulls off the hat. She shyly approaches the
audience, and coughs gently.

Narrator 1: Phew, thought Jelly Bean! Finally someone normal!
Dentist’s bag gets stuck mid air. Floating bag routine.
Jelly Bean: Oh no! You’re a clown like the rest of them!

Narrator 2: SILENCE WHAT A WONDERFUL SOUND! JELLY
BEAN FOLLOWED THE SILENCE THROUGH MANY
STREETS UNTIL SHE CAME ACROSS A WONDERFUL
SIGHT.
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Narrator 1: It was the circus! But not a circus like any she’d ever
seen before.

Boy: Great?

The Boring Circus comes on stage.

Jelly Bean: I mean... you were average.

Boring Ringmaster: Welcome ladies and gentlemen to the most
under whelming show on earth. For my first trick, I will file these
important documents in an appropriate manner.

Boy: Thank you. I do not have an opinion about your hair.

Boring Performer 1: For your not entertainment I will now drink
this cup of tea. Hop-a!

Narrator 1: And they all lived happily ever after!

Boring Performer 2: Watch as I walk in a straight line.
Boring Magician: Watch as I do not pull anything out of my hat.
What could I possibly have in there? A rabbit? How silly.

Jelly Bean: Thank you.

Narrator 2: Or did they! Back at the Clown Town Town Hall
Clown Hall Town... Hall... Town... Clown...
Narrator 1 sticks the hat back on Narrator 2.
Narrator 1: Clown Town Town Hall!

Narrator 1: Jelly Bean was entranced by their boring routines and
beautiful grey suits.
Narrator 2: THAT WAS WHEN SHE SAW HIM. A YOUNG
BOY HER AGE. HE WAS VERY HANDSOME. HE CAME ON
TO THE STAGE AND DID THE MOST WONDERFUL
PERFORMANCE SHE HAD EVER SEEN.

Scene 4
Mayor of Clown Town is trying to get order, everyone is yelling.
Mayor: Now now, calm down, beep beep, honk honk! I understand
you’re upset!
Jelly Mum: You can’t let these freaks into our town!

Boring Ringmaster: Now for our star attraction, the pretty much
okay, Mediocre Boy

Jelly Dad: They’re disgusting, with all their sanity and their ugly
not red noses!

Boy: I will now sit down quietly and not do anything.
Dentist: Does anyone want to buy some teeth?
Longer pause than necessary. Jelly Bean starts applauding.
Boy: Argh, what is that terrible noise?

Mayor: I agree with all of you, zoop zoop, fiddle-dee doo, but what
can we do about them?

Jelly Bean: Sorry. You were really great.

Driving Instructor: Let’s run them out of town!
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Everyone: Yeah!
Monkey: No!
Everyone looks at monkey.
Monkey: Yeah!

Narrator 1: That’s right folks, the Boring Circus had discovered
that in many ways it is more fun to be wacky, then it is to be boring.
Narrator 2: HERE IS THE MORAL OF THE STORY: DON’T
GO NEAR CLOWNS BECAUSE THEY ARE PRETTY MUCH
VAMPIRES.
Music cuts back in, everyone leaps around clowning. They all
freeze, music snaps off.

Everyone: Yeah!
Jelly Bean: I hate clowns.
They all turn into a crazy bouffon troupe car and speed around
stage, led by Driving Instructor. They arrive at the Circus.

the end.

Jelly Dad: You don’t belong around here!
Jelly Mum: Give me back my watermelon!
Boring Ringmaster: All of the colours are burning my eyes.
Boring Magician: What are they saying, I can hear them over the
fun they’re having.
Boy: The noses... the noses are... amazing!
Jelly Bean: No!
Boy: Urge... to be wacky... rising...
Clowns surround Boy and put a red nose on him. The Boring Circus
folk all dress up crazy.
Jelly Bean: It can’t be!
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Catch is a desert prophet
• 5:14am
it’s morning in the desert. the sun comes running up and
the demons are already flooding out of the sand to attack
Catch.
• 5:14am
Catch stands with his feet planted solidly on the dunes
and the spider demons launch huge webs at him while
gigantic crabs leap from their sand-burrows.
• 10:68pm – 5:14 am
all the night passed they have tormented Catch with
physical temptations. In his cave he has passed through
huge halls of food and flooding sex crashing on his
senses like waves.
• 5:14am
in the light of day their temptations are exposed for the
tricks they are
the demons change tack
they just attack
• 5:19am
Catch is bloody and naked. the sun has come down and
stripped him open and his skeleton shines through his
flesh like a dirty black clothesline strung with whispery
paper rags.

dying flesh and scissor open the scabs. sand has leaked
into Catch’s skull and rasps on the inside of his brain.
• 5:23am
Catch stumbles on to the seat of his wretched bicycle
and heaves his useless limbs in almost the right way.
the facts stumble past Catch and he bites at them. the
demons whisper that it’s futile BECAUSE
DEMON:

in the year 399 they’ll call you a monster
in the year 1117 the smartest monks will
swear you’re a myth
in 1500 they’ll make you into a comic
character in a passion play
in 2013 they will say you wore Edwardian
outfits
they will say you would be pretty intolerable
if it weren't for the essential decency that
outweighs your Edwardian outfits
CATCH:
fuck them! they say want they want!
DEMON: fair point, well made.
in this way our man Catch bicycles from his cave and off
to work.

Catch is dry and starving. there is a gaping wound on his
skull that is many days old. flies chew at the dead and
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internet chatlogs between blind and hadley 20009
blind: hadley! what picture shall we use for the
Playground facebook event?
hadley: I found one, but I can't upload it on this
computer
blind: a photograph of the sun by a NASA probe?
hadley: just google search HOW TO ENTER
VAUDVILLE MANUAL FRONT PAGE
blind: how were your last like 50 gigs or whatever
you've done this week past?
hadley: good! got the day off, watching jackie chan be
far too serious
did you know police story 4 has all of the exact same
failings as die hard 4?
except for no shia lebouf
blind: is one HK and the other Hollywood?
hadley: yeah but kind of HK hollywood
I found 3 bits I got together for curious dream
fighters
it's actuall2 bits, because 1 is just a copy & paste of
the scene where simba talks to his dead father in a
cloud in the lion king
also that is some sweet faggot hating roman poetry
you sent me
blind: don't get shivved
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